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T I E S Œ B Z I N ¬ T N E

Irina Gvelesiani

THE COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE FIDUCIE-S AND
TERMS RELATED TO THEM: PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

Todayís globalising processes set the new goals before the linguists and translators working
in the field of the legal linguistics. The diversified legal systems of different countries and the
emergence of the paradigm of transplantation (direct graphical conversion) change linguistic-
juridical landscapes throughout the world. The majority of the linguists and lawyers of the
European countries make significant attempts to keep pace to the latest challenges and to
adjust local juridical systems as well as legal terminologies to the contemporary changes. The
paper is oriented to the study of the contemporary Anglo-American concept of trust. It also
discusses the Canadian and French concept of trust-like devices / fiducie-s and terminological
units related to them via the linguistic as well as legal comparisons, which are essential for the
development of the modern translation studies. The methodology of the carried-out research
is based on Professor L. Pospisilís model and on the onomasiological approach proposed by
Vienna School of Terminology. The legal concepts related to the common lawís ìtrustî as well
as Canadaís and Franceís fiducie-s are presented in logical, systemic and succinct ways that
allow readers to see the similarities and differences among various concepts and regulations.
Moreover, the paper considers legal as well as linguistic comparisons on the micro (local) and
macro (cross-national) levels. The research reveals that some terminological units, which sit
comfortably within a local linguistic soil, may become obscure, unclear and even incomprehensible
during a cross-national circulation. Therefore, the consideration of an international scale should
become crucial during the process of translation or naming / labelling a concept. The paper
proposes the renaming of some concepts for the creation of the most suitable equivalents of
the terms related to the Anglo-American trust and its ìcounterpartsî ñ the Canadian and
French trust-like devices / fiducie-s.

Key words: trust, trust-like device, comparison, fiducie, translation.

Fiduciju un ar t‚m saistÓto terminu salÓdzino‚ izpÁte: problÁmas un risin‚jumi

M˚sdienu globaliz‚cijas procesi izvirza jaunus uzdevumus juridiskaj‚ jom‚ str‚d‚joajiem
lingvistiem un tulkot‚jiem. Da˛‚du valstu tiesisk‚ sistÁmas un transplant‚cijas (tie‚s grafisk‚s
p‚rneses) paradigma maina lingvistiski juridisko ìainavuî vis‚ pasaulÁ. Daudzi Eiropas valstu
lingvistu un juristu nopietni str‚d‚, lai vietÁjo juridisko sistÁmu un t‚s terminoloÏiju piel‚gotu
m˚sdienu izmaiÚ‚m. Rakst‚ tiek pÁtÓts m˚sdienu angloamerik‚Úu jÁdziens ìuzticÁan‚sî. Taj‚
tiek analizÁta arÓ ar uzticÁanos saistÓto darÓjumu / fiduciju jÁdzienisk‚ izpratne kan‚dieu un
franËu valod‚s, izmantojot lingvistiski juridiskos salÓdzin‚jumus. PÁtÓjumu metodoloÏijas pamat‚
ir profesora L. Pospisila modelis un onomasioloÏisk‚ pieeja, kuru pied‚v‚ VÓnes terminoloÏisk‚
skola. Ar uzticÁanos saistÓtie tiesiskie jÁdzieni, k‚ arÓ Kan‚das un Francijas fiducijas ir izskatÓti,
veicot loÏisko sistÁmisko analÓzi, kas palÓdz noteikt lÓdzÓgo un atÌirÓgo starp jÁdzieniem un
tiesiskaj‚m norm‚m. Turkl‚t rakst‚ ir veikti juridiskie un lingvistiskie salÓdzin‚jumi mikro-
(vietÁj‚) un makro- (starptautiskaj‚) lÓmenÓ. PÁtÓjuma rezult‚ti par‚da, ka da˛as terminoloÏiskas
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vienÓbas, kuras ìÁrti iedzÓvoj‚sî vietÁj‚ lingvistiskaj‚ augsnÁ, var kÔ˚t neizprotamas vai neizskaid-
rojamas starptautiskaj‚ apritÁ. T‚pÁc jÁdziena tulkoanas vai marÌÁanas proces‚ par svarÓg‚ko
kÔ˚st starptautiskais mÁrogs. Raksta autors pied‚v‚ savu jÁdzienu p‚rveidoanas veidu, lai
izveidotu visatbilsto‚kos terminu ekvivalentus, kuri saistÓti ar angloamerik‚Úu uzticÁanos
un t‚ ìanalogiemî ñ kan‚dieu un franËu uzticÁan‚s darÓjumiem/fiducij‚m.

AtslÁgas v‚rdi: uzticÁan‚s, uzticÁan‚s darÓjums, salÓdzin‚jums, fiducija, tulkojums.

Сравнительное изучение фидуциев и связанных с ними терминов: проблемы и решения

Сегодняшние процессы глобализации ставят новые задачи перед лингвистами и пе-

реводчиками, работающими в юридической области. Правовые системы разных стран и

появление парадигмы трансплантации (прямого графического переноса) меняют лингво-

юридические «ландшафты» всего мира. Большинство лингвистов и юристов европейских

стран прилагают серьёзные усилия для того, чтобы приспособить местные юридические

системы и их терминологию к современным изменениям. Статья ориентирована на изуче-

ние современного англо-американского понятия «доверие». В ней также анализируются –

посредством лингво-юридических сравнений, которые необходимы для развития совре-

менного перевода, – канадские и французские понятия совершаемых на доверии сде-

лок / фидуциев и терминологические единицы, связанные с ними. Методология исследо-

вания основана на модели профессора Л. Посписила и на ономасиологическом подходе,

предложенном Венской школой терминологии. Общеправовые понятия, связанные с до-

верием, а также с фидуциями Канады и Франции, представлены с помощью логического

системного анализа, что позволяет увидеть сходства и различия между понятиями и пра-

вовыми нормами. Кроме того, в статье рассматриваются юридические и лингвистичес-

кие сравнения на микро- (местном) и макро- (международном) уровнях. Результаты ис-

следования показывают, что некоторые терминологические единицы, которые «удобно

прижились» на местной лингвистической почве, могут стать неясными и даже непонят-

ными в процессе международного обращения. Таким образом, международный масштаб

должен стать решающим в процессе перевода термина или маркировки понятия. В статье

предлагается авторский способ перемаркировки некоторых понятий для создания наи-

более подходящих эквивалентов терминов, связанных с англо-американским доверием и

его «аналогами» – канадскими и французскими совершаемыми на доверии сделками /

фидуциями.

Ключевые слова: доверие, совершаемые на доверии сделки, сравнение, фидуция, пе-

ревод.

Comparative linguistic-juridical studies

Todayís Europe faces multilingualism and pluriethnicity ñ the results of the refor-
mations of the last decades. A cross-national overview reveals that a great variety of
ìtrust-like mechanismsî and terminological units related to them are associated with
the contemporary European multilingualism and the tendency of framing a multilingual
legislation. The latter ìrequires carrying out linguistic and legal comparisons which
are essential for the development of legal translation studies and for intercultural
communication in Europeî (Graziadei 2015). As a result, a comparative juridical-
linguistic study acquires the greatest urgency on the background of the existed plurality
and diversity of legal systems.
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The comparative juridical studies / comparative law started in Paris in 1900,
during the World Exhibition (Zweigert, Kotz 2011). Its major essence is the comparison
of legal systems of different countries. This act ìrequires a careful consideration of
the similarities and differences between multiple legal data points, and then using
these measurements to understand the content and range of the legal material under
observationî (Eberle 2009).

Some scientists (K. Zweigert, H. Kotz, R. Pound, etc.) believe that the major
method of comparative law is the ìfunctional methodî that was introduced in 1936
by R. Pound (Pound 1936). According to his assumption, the functional comparison
is the ìstudy of how the same thing may be brought about, the same problem may be
met by one legal institution or doctrine or precept in one body of law and by another
and quite different institution or doctrine or precept in anotherî (Hoecke 2015).

In contrast to R. Pound, L. Pospisil (Pospisil 1971) discusses the analytical method
and aims at the creation of the model useful for a cross-national comparison. He
ìworks out an analysis in terms of legal correlates. This has the advantage of presenting
the subdivisions of a legal concept or field in a logical, systemic, succinct and complete
wayÖ it allows us to see much better, at this deeper level, similarities and differences
amongst different legal concepts and regulationsî (Hoecke 1996). L. Pospisilís ap-
proach seems somehow similar to O. Brandís method of conceptual comparisons that
draws inspiration from typology and comprises two major phases. ìIn the first phase
(conceptual orientation), the researcher construes certain elements of legal reality in
logically precise, abstract, and unambiguous models (comparative concepts). In the
second phase (systematic comparison), real-world institutions and rules can be matched
and assessed against these concepts. The ultimate, admittedly Herculean, goal of con-
ceptual comparisons is to establish a comprehensive network of concepts covering all
legal institutions from all jurisdictions and to assess how these different concepts
complement each other or conflictî (Brand 2007). The method of conceptual com-
parisons seems especially useful for researching the institutions of traditional legal
families ñ the Romano-Germanic family (the law of continental Europe / civil law)
and the Anglo-Saxon family (common law).

Besides focusing on different methods of comparative law, it is necessary to consider
different methodological approaches towards a comparative research of juridical lexical
units. Some scholars agree that the legal terminology is system-bound, tied to a legal
system rather than to a language (Pommer 2008). The interdependence of a legal
language and a legal system results in the non-equivalence of terminology and phrasemes
across different juridical systems (Kjær 1995). Accordingly, some scholars aim at the
solution of the problem of non-equivalency, for instance, H. Droessiger focuses on
the creation of a term system and on filling the ìterminological gapsî. He argues that
analysing ìcultural gapsî between compared languages and legal systems can serve
as the basis for filling these gaps (Droessiger 2007).

In contrast to H. Droessiger, some scholars focus on the contrastive semantic
studies that deal with the plane of expression / the plain of content and define ìthe
contrast or comparison as a method that helps to reveal the systems of lexical semantics
of different languages as well as show common and specific features of each language.
Contrastive studies of terminology are critical because they help to reveal the pecu-
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liarities of both the foreign language and native language terminologyî (Juodinyte-
Kuznetsova 2015).

V. Januleviciene and S. Rackeviciene associate semantic studies with the process
of translation (Januleviciene, Rackeviciene 2011). They distinguish the target language
(TL) and the source language (SL) oriented methods. The target language oriented
translations try to assimilate the source legal terms. The latter seeks to preserve the
semantic content of the source language legal terms. M. Harvey marks that the TL-
oriented strategy constitutes functional equivalence, i.e. the use of the TL legal concept,
the function of which is similar to that of the SL legal concept (Harvey 2002).

Handbook of Terminology presents a more in-depth analysis and makes distinction
between ìexactî, ìpartialî, ìbroaderî and ìnarrowerî types of equivalency: ìExact
equivalence is considered to occur when the concepts are identical and the terms
related to it refer to the same common concept. In partial equivalence, the contents or
domains of the concepts differ from each other. If one concept is represented with
several concepts in another language, it is question of a broader and narrower equiva-
lence between different language versionsî (Nykyri 2010). The issue of an exact equiva-
lence is broadly discussed in L. Cheng, K. Sin and W. Chengís work. The authors
believe that this type of equivalency cannot be found in terms associated with the
legal transplants. Accordingly, ìthe major task of translation in legal transplant is to
solve lacunae, discursive gaps between the source text and the target text. In legal
translation, a lacuna seems to constitute a factor of untranslatabilityî (Cheng et al. 2014).

The author supposes that before solving the problem of discursive gaps and untrans-
latability, it is necessary to discuss the theories proposed by different schools of termino-
logy. According to the Canadian school, a term was a starting point in a terminological
analysis, while the Prague and the Soviet schools supported Saussurian view that a
term was the totality of content (concept) and form (name). The Vienna school also
showed parallels with structural linguistics (i.e. Saussurian structuralism) (Temmerman
2000). However, it proposed the most prominent theory.

ìTerminology begins with the concept and aims to clearly delineate each conceptî ñ
these words of E. Wuster correspond to the basic principles of Vienna School of
Terminology founded by him in the 20th century (Wuster 1985). It is noteworthy that
E. Wusterís doctoral dissertation was considered as a pillar of terminological studies
that established the principles of systematizing working with terms. Those principles
were oriented to concepts and their standardization leading to General Terminology
Theory (GTT). This theory was focused on ìspecialized knowledge concepts for the
description and organization of terminological information. Within this framework
concepts were viewed as being separate from their linguistic designation (terms). Con-
cepts were conceived as abstract cognitive entities that referred to objects in the real
world, and terms were merely their linguistic labelsî (Benitez 2009). The major purpose
of the traditional terminology ìwas to assign a new term to a new concept that appeared
in a language. In the naming process, terminologists started from the concept, which
they placed into a concept system, on the basis of which it had been defined before
being named as a term (the onomasiological approach). Their main focus was on
exploring the ways in which to make terminology as efficient and unambiguous as
possibleî (Sageder 2010).
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General Terminology Theory and the onomasiological perspective proposed by
Vienna School raised criticism. Despite this fact, they have had many proponents, for
instance, German linguists J. Grzega and M. Schˆner believe in the importance of
onomasiology, which is a branch of lexicology. Its goal is finding ìthe linguistic forms,
or the words, that can stand for a given concept/idea/objectî (Grzega, Schoner 2007).
As J. Grzega and M. Schoner state: ìLike many words denoting sciences, the word
ìonomasiologyî is derived from two ancient Greek words ñ onoma, which means
ìnameî, and logos, which can be translated as ìscienceî or ìstudy ofî (Grzega, Schoner
2007). Accordingly, onomasiology is the study of designations, where a linguist starts
with an extralinguistic concept and looks for its formal verbalizations (Grzega 2012).

The above-mentioned enables us to suppose that the concept-based designation
can become an integral part of the process of translation. It may simultaneously rely
on a comparative analysis of concepts in order to fully preserve and transpose into a
target language the content of a legal information presented in a source term. Moreover,
we believe that a successful translation or naming requires linguistic and legal compa-
rative approaches as well as the awareness of legal settings in which the terms to be
translated must be used. Moreover, translators have to acknowledge that law, of
course, is like a language. However, as with a foreign language, in order to understand
it truly, we should understand a cultural context on which it sits and which stipulates
its formation. Only then, we can translate accurately from one legal system to another
as well as from one language to another (Eberle 2009).

In the following parts of the paper, we create equivalents of the particular terms
related to the ìtrust-like devicesî via the process of renaming. This process relies on
Professor L. Pospisilís model. Accordingly, it presents legal concepts related to the
European fiducie-s in a logical, systemic and succinct way that allows readers to see
similarities and differences among various concepts and regulations. At the same time,
we adhere to the onomasiological approach proposed by Vienna School of Termi-
nology. Moreover, the paper considers legal as well as linguistic comparisons on the
macro (cross-national) level. The research reveals that some terminological units,
which sit comfortably within a local linguistic soil, may become obscure, unclear and
even incomprehensible during the cross-national circulation. Therefore, we consider
an international scale during the process of translation or naming / labelling a term.

Franceís fiducie

The French fiducie is a triangular relationship that considers a transference of
rights on a particular property for the fulfillment of a special purpose. This transference
implies the following: ìthe settlor (constituant) entrusts existing or future assets, rights
or security to the trustee (fiduciaire), who manages these for the benefit of one or
more beneficiaries. French law does not classify the legal status of the trustee; he is
deemed to be either an agent or an administrator, only the manager (agissant, actor)
of the trust property (patrimoine fiduciaire)î (Sandor 2015). Sometimes, the constituent
appoints the protecteur, who controls the activities of the fiduciaire. However, in
certain cases, the constituent and the fiduciaire may be persons, who benefit from the
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exploitation of an entrusted property. Accordingly, the contemporary French entrusting
relationships consider the following participants (concepts):
� Constituant ñ a transferor of the assets represented by any natural or legal person;
� Fiduciaire ñ a transferee represented by a banking, insurance or financial profes-

sional or an avocat (attorney), whose role contributes to ensure the protection for
the constituent (Devaux et al. 2014);

� Bénéficiaire ñ a receiver of the benefit derived from the management and exploi-
tation of property transferred to the fiduciaire;

� Protecteur ñ a protector, who controls activities of the fiduciaire.

It can be supposed that the French fiducie was established as a juridical device
paralleling the tripartite relationship of the common law ìtrustî via adding the forth
element ñ a protector. This quadripartite relationship can be presented in the following
way (see Figure 1).

Figure 1

Franceís fiducie

Source: elaborated by the author.

It is noteworthy that Franceís fiducie can also be regarded as a contract by which
a company transfers goods or rights to a person, who holds and manages them for the
benefit of one or more bénéficiaire-s. In certain cases, the constituant and the fiduciaire
represent the bénéficiaire-s of the fiducie that is usually created by law or by contract.
ìThe contract that sets it up must contain a certain amount of information and must
be registered with the ìregistre national des fiduciesî (a purposely set up national
registry) and the ìservice des impôtsî (the French Inland Revenue), as failure to so
register the fiducie renders it null and voidî (Squire Patton Boggs 2007).

The object of entrusting relationships is presented by transferred assets ñ the patri-
moine fiduciaire. Moreover, ìif the transferred property ñ movables and immovables,
corporeal or incorporeal ñ is appropriated to secure the repayment of a debt (with the
creditor as beneficiary of the fiducie), the fiducie then has the role of a securityî
(Barriere 2013).

It is noteworthy that during the creation of the rules regulating the fiducie ìthe
French legislator used as a source of inspiration Articles 2.011-2.030 from the Quebec
Civil Codeî (Moreanu 2015). However, the French fiducie was not enacted as an
ownerless patrimony (as in Quebec), but as a segregated patrimony owned by a trans-
feree (Vicari 2012).
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Generally, the process of implementation of the fiducie can be regarded as an
important turning point that ìdestroysî Aubry and Rauís theory of the unicity of the
patrimoine and facilitates the introduction of the notion of the patrimoine díaffectation.
As a result, the contemporary French fiduciaire acquires the right to hold one or more
fiduciary patrimonies. He (She) exclusively exercises the prerogatives attached to pro-
perty. He is thus a sole qualified actor to undertake an action for the recovery of
property against third parties, to use the benefits of the assets (fructus) and to dispose
of them (abusus) unless there is a restricted clause in a contract (Devaux et al. 2014).

Quebecís fiducie

Nowadays, the ìCivil Code of Quebec is a vital practical and historic component
of the unique fabric of Canadian societyî (Lloyd, Pawley 2005). It presents 38 articles
(from 1260 to 1298) dedicated to the trust and defines this juridical institution in the
following way:
� ìArt. 1260. A trust results from an act whereby the settlor transfers property

from his patrimony to another patrimony constituted by him, which he appro-
priates to a particular purpose and which a trustee undertakes, by his acceptance,
to hold and administerî (qweri by lexum n/d).

� Article 1261 presents a more precise description of the entrusting relationships ñ
ìLe patrimoine fiduciaire Ö constitue un patrimoine díaffectation autonome et
distinct de celui du constituant, du fiduciaire ou du bénéficiaire, sur lequel aucun
díentre eux nía de droit reelî (qweri by lexum n/d)1.

These passages indicate that the Quebecoise ìtrustî has been established as a
juridical device paralleling a tripartite relationship of the common law ìtrustî sitting
quite comfortably within the major principles of civil law. This triangular relationship
presents the following major elements (see Figure 2).

Figure 2

Triangular relationship

Source: elaborated by the author.

1 Art. 1261. The trust patrimony, ìconsisting of the property transferred in trust, constitutes
a patrimony by appropriation, autonomous and distinct from that of the settlor, trustee or
beneficiary and in which none of them has any real rightî (Roy 2010).
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The depiction of the elements of the Quebecoise entrusting relationships (in English
and French) reflects the contemporary juridical-linguistic reality of Canada ñ ìfederal
legislation based on property and civil rights concepts draws upon civil law when it
applies in Quebec and upon common law when it applies elsewhere in Canadaî
(Cuerrier 2016). Common law is adopted in nine provinces and three territories greatly
reflecting the linguistic and cultural dimensions of these areas.

Therefore, the fiducie is the French equivalent of the English ìtrustî. Article 1263
of the Civil Code of Quebec states that the fiducie is: ìActe juridique par lequel une
personne, le constituant, transfère, de son patrimoine à un autre patrimoine, des biens
quíil affecte à une fin particulièreî (qweri by lexum n/d).2

Accordingly, each element (concept) of an entrusting relationship can be
characterized in the following way:
� A settlor (constituent) ñ a creator of the ìtrustîwhich can be set up in his (her)

lifetime or upon his (her) death before the distribution of the property between
heirs. A settlor may be a trustee or one of the trustees;

� A trustee (fiduciaire) can be any natural or legal person authorized by law, which
may alienate the trust property by an onerous title, change it with a real right,
change its destination and make any form of an investment (Roy 2010). A trustee
is obliged to increase a patrimony and to utilize it for a specific purpose indicated
in a trust agreement. More precisely, a trustee ìhas neither ìlegal ownershipî of
the trust property, Ö nor ìsui generis ownershipî Ö Instead of a proprietary
entitlement, the trustee has ìpowersî (pouvoirs) of administration to be exercised
on behalf of the beneficiaries, as opposed to ìlegal rightsî (droits subjectifs) to be
exercised in his or her own interestî (Emerich 2013);

� A beneficiary (bénéficiaire) can be any natural or legal person (even another trust),
determinate or determinable at the time of the creation of the ìtrustî. The term
ìbeneficiaryî must not be confined ìto a person, but may be impersonal; for an
impersonal benefit or ìpurposeî. The beneficiary may be directly determined,
determinable or abstract, according to the type of trustî (Claxton 2002).

The above mentioned indicates that the Quebecoise trust / fiducie and its ìpatri-
mony by appropriationî significantly differ from the French patrimoine. In the Civil
Code of Québec, the word-combination ìfiduciary ownershipî is less used, because a
transferee does not have ownership of the property in trust (art. 1261 CCQ-1991),
but a power over it (Centre Paul-Andre Crepeau de droit prive et compare n/d). This
power comprises acceptance, holding and administration of the transferred assets.
Besides debasing a fiduciary ownership, the Quebecoise entrusted property departs
from an original civilian ìpatrimonyî, because the traditional theoretical patrimony
is identified only with a person, is composed of all his/her property (and obligations)
in which his ownership is singular and indivisible (dominium) to the exclusion of all
other persons (Claxton 2002).

2 Juridical act by which a person, the settlor, transfers a part of his or her patrimony to
another patrimony and appropriates the transferred property to a particular purpose (Centre
Paul-Andre Crepeau de droit prive et compare n/d).
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Accordingly, the Quebecís law recognizes a patrimony without a person as its
head (an impersonal patrimony) and presents a new method of entrusting property ñ
the assets are removed from a patrimony of a transferor, but do not constitute a part
of a transfereeís or a beneficiaryís ownership. This method of entrustment results in
the creation of an autonomous patrimony that is named as the ìpatrimony by appro-
priationî (patrimoine díaffectation).

It is noteworthy that the Quebecoise patrimoine comprises a non-segregated pro-
perty, because it does not belong to a person, who has the power of its administration
and disposition. The non-segregated assets may comprise any kind of a present or a
future property: real, personal, movable, immovable, incorporeal, corporeal. ìAs
regards future property one may conclude that a trust created to hold future property
only, even if accepted by the trustee, will not be constituted and exist until some
property is acquired by the settlor or the trusteeî (Claxton 2002), because the trans-
ference of assets is the major essence of entrusting relationships.

Another point of interest is the correlation of the terms related to Franceís fiducie
and Quebecís trust-like device. Table 1 depicts this correlation.

Table 1

The French terms related to Franceís and Quebecís trust-like devices

Definition Franceís Civil Law Quebecís Law
(French Version)

A legal institution Fiducie Fiducie

A transferor of the property Constituant Constituant

A transferee Fiduciaire Fiduciaire

A person, who benefits from the Bénéficiaire Bénéficiaire
exploitation of the trust property

An object of entrusting relation- Patrimoine díaffectation Patrimoine díaffectation
ships

Source: elaborated by the author.

The table reveals that the French terms related to the Quebecoise trust-like device
coincide with the lexical units related to Franceís entrusting relationships. This
correlation seems impossible, because the French fiducie and the Quebecoise trust-
like device have different essences. The French entrusting relationships are based on
the segregation of property that is unacceptable to Quebecís law. It merely presents
an ownerless patrimony. Accordingly, for avoiding the terminological ambiguity, we
propose the following renaming.
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Table 2

The existed and proposed French terms of Quebecís law

The Current Terms of Proposed French
Definition the Quebecís Law

terms
(French Version)

A legal institution Fiducie Fiducie québécoise

A transferor of the property Constituant Constituant québécois

A transferee Fiduciaire Fiduciaire québécois

A person, who benefits from Bénéficiaire Bénéficiaire québécois
the exploitation of the property

An object of entrusting relation- Patrimoine díaffectation Patrimoine díaffectation
ships québécois

Source: elaborated by the author.

The concepts related to Franceís fiduciary relationships can be renamed in the
same way (see Table 3).

Table 3

The existed and proposed French terms of Franceís law

Definition Existed terms Proposed terms
(Franceís law)

A legal institution Fiducie Fiducie française

A transferor of the property Constituant Constituant français

A transferee Fiduciaire Fiduciaire français

A person, who benefits from Bénéficiaire Bénéficiaire français
the exploitation of the property

An object of entrusting relation- Patrimoine díaffectation Patrimoine díaffectation
ships français

Source: elaborated by the author.

Conclusions

A legal term is a verbal expression of a concept belonging to the field of jurispru-
dence. The emergence of any new legal institution causes the appearance of new
concepts and necessitates their naming. Accordingly, a linguistic-juridical analysis
acquires the greatest urgency for an appropriate naming and finding an exact equiva-
lency.

The paper presented the study of the contemporary Canadian and French trust-
like devices and terminological units related to them. The research was oriented to
the coinage of new terminological units. The outcomes of the paper will ìeaseî the
process of translation and will highlight the importance of linguistic-juridical com-
parisons.
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